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Figure 1 Six trace GUI display
FEATURES
• Full band RF sweep spectrum
display
• IF Pan displays maximum span
of 100 MHz
• Zero Span mode
• 2D or 3D waterfall display in RF
Sweep or IF Pan modes
• Snapshot feature
• 64 receiver parameter presets
• Step and dwell or channel scan
mode
• Operator defined zoom
This equipment does not contain provisions for the
installation of an intelligence database (i.e. threat
signal parametric data).

DESCRIPTION
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) for search receivers allows the
operator to remotely control an SMR-3822A Microwave Receiving
System. Figure 1 is a six-trace RF sweep display generated by one
receiver. A typical configuration would have a separate trace assigned
to each of the octave bands (0.1-1 GHz, 1-2 GHz, etc.). Each trace is an
individual receiver control window that can be positioned anywhere
on the desktop. Any trace window can be expanded to reveal all the
GUI display and receiver control functions.
Based on the Windows operating system, the GUI has a typical
Windows “look and feel” and provides either an RF sweep or IF pan
spectrum display. In addition to the spectrum displays, a separate
System Manager window is provided permitting the selection of
preset system configurations allowing the receiver set-up to be
quickly changed and saved/recalled from hard disk. Controls for tuner
and demodulator are available on the Receiver window.

This equipment may be subject to U.S.
Government export controls. Consult factory
for details.
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Figure 2 Spectrum display concept
Vert Scale is set to 70 dB, then the bottom horizontal line of the
display grid has a value of -90 dBm. The ranges of individual edit
boxes are given in the Specifications section of this data sheet.
Other display parameters that can be set in this part of the window
are:

The spectrum display window consists of three major areas (see
Figure 2):
•
•
•

Spectrum display
Spectrum display control
Demodulator control

•
•
•
•

SPECTRUM DISPLAY This area contains a graph of spectral
data showing signal activity in the RF Sweep or IF Pan mode.
The red vertical line is a cursor that can be dragged, using the
mouse, to any part of the spectrum display. Clicking on any part
of the spectrum graphical display moves the cursor to that point.
Wherever the cursor is positioned, the absolute amplitude and
frequency of that point are displayed above the spectrum graph.

The Ref to Cursor function measures the amplitude at the vertical
marker’s current position. Then the top graticule line is adjusted
to that level.
DEMODULATOR CONTROL This section of the trace
window is used to control the receiver demodulator functions and
select IF filters associated with the demodulators. Other receiver
functions controlled from this area are:

Clicking and dragging with the cursor allows the operator
to define zoom parameters for a signal of interest (magenta
rectangle in spectrum display area). Right clicking the mouse
invokes the zoom parameters. If the zoom frequency span is more
than 100 MHz wide, the GUI stays in the RF Sweep mode and
the RF Sweep start and stop frequencies are changed to reflect
the frequencies defined by the zoom parameters. If the zoom
region is less than 100 MHz wide, the GUI automatically shifts
to IF Pan and the IF Pan sweep width is defined by the zoom
parameters. The zoom parameters are displayed at the right side
of the spectrum trace (see Figure 3 on page 3).

•
•
•
•

Video and audio levels
AGC or MGC
MGC level
Displays selected preset AGC IF output level −20, −15,
−10, or −5 dBm

The Graphical User Interface is a convenient and intuitive
Windows application for controlling a microwave receiving
system. Loaded with user friendly features that are easily
mastered, this software greatly simplifies the signal acquisition
and analysis task.

SPECTRUM DISPLAY CONTROL Parameters affecting the
spectrum graphical display are changed using the edit boxes in
this area. Ref Level sets the absolute value in dBm of the top line
on the spectrum display grid. Vert Scale sets the vertical range
of the spectrum display grid. If Ref Level is set to -20 dBm and
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Sweep time
RBW (resolution bandwidth)
Lin or log spectrum display
Average or decay
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Figure 3 RF Sweep display

In the RF sweep mode, (see Figure 3) the tuner continuously
sweeps from start to stop frequency up to the full receiver tuning
range. The following features are available:
•

•

ZOOM - drag-and-drop zoom region or toolbar buttons
allow zoom out (to 200% of current frequency span) and
zoom in (to 50% of current frequency span). In the RF sweep
mode, highlighting a zoom region 100 MHz wide or less
causes the display to automatically shift to the IF Pan mode.

MARKER - provides frequency and amplitude readout of
current position on the spectrum display. Click-tune or dragand-drop to position marker on signal.

•

PEAK SEARCH - positions marker on signal having largest
amplitude. Activated by toolbar button

•

MARKER TO CENTER - positions the marker to the
center of the spectrum display and switches to IF Pan mode.
Activated by toolbar button

•

FREEZE - freezes either the RF sweep or IF Pan spectrum
displays. Marker can be click tuned to measure amplitude
and frequency.

•

DECAY - causes the signal amplitude to slowly decrease
after loss of signal giving the operator time to accomplish
signal measurements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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AVERAGE - the average function processes the information
from a number of sweeps to develop a weighted running
average display that effectively filters transient events and
noise.

Tuner controls and IF/demodulator controls are located below the
spectrum display area. The following tuner controls are available:

AUTOSTOP - tuner stops sweeping on signal that exceeds
preset amplitude threshold and switches to IF Pan mode.
Drag-and-drop threshold setting.

•

•

Start Frequency
Stop Frequency
Center Frequency
Span
Step Size
Sweep Time
Resolution Bandwidth (RBW)
Log Detection
Linear Detection
Display Reference Level

SMR-3822A GUI
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IF Pan sweep width
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Figure 4 IF Pan display
In the IF Pan mode (see Figure 4), the receiver is not sweeping and
is tuned to the frequency shown in the Center Freq edit box. The
width of the spectrum display in MHz is shown in the IF Pan Width
edit box. The maximum width is 100 MHz and the minimum is 0
MHz or Zero Span mode. The display control features described
in the text associated with Figure 3, RF Sweep display, are also
available in the IF Pan mode.
The IF Pan mode can be invoked by clicking on the toolbar button
that looks like a pan. When the tuner is in the RF Sweep mode,
a signal that exceeds the autostop threshold automatically sets the
receiver mode to IF Pan and the IF Pan Width defaults to 100 MHz.
Marker to Center also causes the receiver to automatically enter the
IF Pan mode with IF Pan Width set to 100 MHz.

The ranges of parameters controlled by edit boxes are given in the
Specifications section of this data sheet.
In RF Sweep and IF Pan, sweep time and resolution bandwidth
may be coupled and if sweep time is changed, resolution
bandwidth automatically changes to produce the optimum
calibrated display. The operator has the option of uncoupling
these two parameters and setting them individually, however, an
UNCAL error message is shown on the graphical display when
certain combinations of sweep time and resolution bandwidth are
selected.

The demodulator control area is functional in the IF Pan mode and
the following edit boxes and radio buttons are active:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IF Pan Width
Center Freq
Step Size
AM/FM Video Level
Bandwidth
AGC/MGC
Audio Level
Zero Span (button on tool bar)
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Figure 5 3D Waterfall display

Figure 6 2D Waterfall display

Waterfall displays are available for the RF Sweep mode as shown
in Figures 5 and 6 and also for the IF Pan mode. Figure 5 is a
three dimensional display of signal activity that duplicates the
signal activity shown on the spectrum display. The 3D waterfall
is a frequency vs time vs amplitude display. The waterfall may
be rotated around its vertical or horizontal axis using the sliders
located below and to the right of the display.

for identifying intermittent signals such as push-to-talk and radar
scans. Placing a cursor over any of the traces displays signal
frequency and the time the signal became active in a box next to
the cursor.
The start/stop buttons located in the lower left corner of the
display allows the operator to stop the progress of either waterfall
and then restart it.

Figure 6 is a two dimensional display that represents signal
activity in a frequency vs time presentation. This display is useful

SPECIFICATIONS
Operating modes

RF Sweep, IF Panoramic,
Zero Span, Step and Dwell

Horizontal resolution

500 points

Vertical resolution

8-bits

Display dynamic range

70 dB, maximum
(Instantaneous), vertical scale
may be set from 10 dB to 70
dB in 1 dB increments.

Top of display (Reference)
Level

Adjustable: based on receiver
model, 0 dBm to −110 dBm, 1 dB
increments

Sweep Time

Based on receiver model and
F1-F2 span, 26 msec to 15 sec
(Sweep Mode)
30 msec to 10 sec (IF
Panoramic Mode)
2 msec to 10 sec (Zero Span
Mode)

Sweep Width (Freq.
Span)

Based on receiver model, 100
MHz to 24 GHz (RF Sweep
Mode)
100 kHz to 100 MHz (IF Pan
Mode)

Frequency measurement
Error

<+ 0.001% (synthesized) IF
Pan mode
<+ 50 MHz, dependent upon
sweep width (RF sweep
mode)

Sensitivity

<−100 dBm

Total dynamic range

>100 dB

Resolution Bandwidth filter
set

30 kHz, 100 kHz, 300 kHz,
1 MHz, 3 MHz, 10 MHz

Peak Hold/Decay

Adjustable from real time to
continuous peak hold

Video filter set

100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz,
100 kHz, 1 MHz, Bypass

Spectrum Averaging

Adjustable from 1 frame (no
averaging) to 5
(25 =32 frames).
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SMR-3822A GUI
SPECIFICATIONS (cont)
Sweep Time and/or Resolution BW can be coupled to
Sweep Width to guarantee a
calibrated display

Coupling

Auto-Stop Mode

In RF Sweep Mode receiver
scan will stop when detected
signal level exceeds operator
specified threshold.

Threshold Limits

Adjustable from -110 dBm to
0 dBm

Displays receiver set-up
for selected parameter set

Preset, Spectrum
Trace, & Step &
Dwell selection list

Receiver parameter
entry area for Presets,
Spectrum Trace, &
Step and Dwell

Figure 7 Parameter Set Manager
The Parameter Set Manager window, shown in Figure 7, provides
access to 95 different memory locations that store receiver setup parameters. All receiver tuning, display, and demodulator
parameters can be stored in individual locations for later recall
by the operator.
There are three types of parameter storage locations. Presets store
general receiver settings in 64 locations. Spectrum Traces store
display information for six traces. Step and Dwell Channels store
information for 25 Step and Dwell channels. The Parameter Set
Manager window is displayed by clicking on a tool bar button on
either the RF Sweep or IF Pan spectrum display.
Receiver set-up information is entered into any of the 95 locations
using the editing area in the lower portion of the Parameter Set
Manager window. Information is entered by clicking and entering
numbers in parameter fields or using the drop-down lists.
A security function is provided that can be enabled on power
down. At the next power up, all memory locations are forced to
the factory presets.

Figure 8 Parameter Set Move window

The Parameter Set Manager window is used with the Parameter
Set Move window (Figure 8) to recall the stored receiver
functions.
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Figure 9 Step & Dwell

Figure 10 Step & Dwell log window
the duration of the dwell, then step to next channel
Stop on Signal Log and remain at current index until
Continue Scanning is clicked
Hand Off to CW Trace Exit Step and Dwell mode. Go
to CW mode using this channel’s parameter set. Send
an alarm message.

Step and Dwell or channel scan mode allows the operator
to analyze signal activity in 25 discrete channels that can be
programmed for frequency and signal threshold. Channel activity
is displayed using a histogram type graph as shown in Figure 9.
If the number at the top of the channel is green, that channel is
active and the length of the histogram indicates signal amplitude.
The threshold line can be moved to any position in the channel
and a red bar indicates the signal has exceeded the threshold. A
green bar indicates the signal is below the threshold.

If Log and Step or Log and Dwell is selected, frequency, threshold
level, signal level, and time are logged when a signal exceeds the
threshold. The logged information is displayed in the window
shown in Figure 10.

Channels are activated by clicking in the channel. When the cursor
is placed in a channel, frequency and amplitude are displayed in
the channel indicator section of the window.

In the Step and Dwell window, the operator can set the dwell
time and the time the logged information is displayed in the log
window. Information sent to the log window can be saved to a file
by clicking on the Log to File button in the upper left corner of the
window. Also, Demod settings for the Step and Dwell channels
can be shown or edited by clicking on “Show Demod” button.

The radio buttons in the edit controls area of the window
determines what happens when a signal exceeds its threshold.

None No logging and immediately step to the next
channel
Log & Step Log and immediately step to next channel
Log & Dwell Log and remain at the current index of
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Figure 12 Trace Manager

Figure 11 Config window

Figure 13 BIT window

The Config window shown in Figure 11 is used to enter receiver
name and receiver IP address. Clicking on Connect to Receiver
connects the remote controller running the GUI to the receiver.
The Trace Manager window, Figure 12, allows the operator to
select from one to six traces for display. In RF Sweep mode all
six traces can be active with each trace displaying a different
segment of the receiver’s tuning range. In IF Pan mode, only one
trace is active and all others are displayed in red.
The BIT window, Figure 13, displays receiver status information.
This includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit ID
Startup Errors
Serial Number
Elapsed Time
Oscillator status (locked, unlocked, or sweeping)
Reference source (internal or external)
Power supply voltages
Internal temperature
ROM Version
FPGA Version
Receiver part number

When the BIT window is displayed, it is updated every 10
seconds. Out of tolerance voltages or temperature are shown in
red.

WARRANTY

intelligentRFsolutions
10713 Gilroy Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21031 U.S.A.
Phone 410-329-7900
FAX 410-329-7990
e-mail: info@irf-solutions
www.iRF-Solutions.com

All intelligentRFsolutions equipment is
warranted for one year, except for damage
caused by accident or misuse, provided the
equipment is returned for repair to the plant in
Hunt Valley, Maryland U.S.A
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